L3 Design Dock, September 2015

Architect Seppo Koho is the Furniture
Designer of the year 2015. Mr Koho, the
designer of the Secto Design lighting collection,
was awarded by The Finnish Association of
Interior Architects SIO in the end of August. The
board was impressed by Mr Koho’s sculptural
touch and by his talent to experiment with the
possibilities that wood as a material can bring.
SIO sees the co-operation of Secto Design and
Mr Koho as an original example of growth and
building international awareness of the brand.
Secto congratulates Seppo!
The wall mounted suspension arm Varsi
enables suspending the classic Secto
Design pendants in an exquisite and innovate
way, regardless of the ceiling structure. The
length of the rotating arm is adjustable and the
hanging height of the pendant can be modified.
As a result, Varsi fits well in spaces with high
ceilings. The powder painted steel arm can be
used with the pendants Secto, Octo, Victo,
Puncto, Kontro and Atto.
The prototype of the brand new Petitecollection is presented at L3 Design Dock.
The Petite family shares the same feeling as the
traditional Secto collection, only in a smaller
size. Both the table and wall versions are
adjustable and they turn gently pointing light
where you need it. A pendant will be launched
during winter.
A vast majority of the interior design
oriented Finnish consumers are familiar with
the Secto Design lighting collection. This is
based on the market research carried out last
winter by Taloustutkimus Oy. The results show
that the Secto Design lights are best known
among females, officials and families with
children. The research was commissioned
by Secto Design in support of upholding IPR
rights in international infringement cases.
Hires images available for downloading at www.sectodesign.fi/gallery.
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